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Welcome
As Fashion Week shifts to Milan and the London 
Design Festival continues to take over the capital 
there are rich new style concepts on show. Inspired 
by the trends and innovative launches, we have 
selected pieces to help bring these looks into the 
home. Plus, our edit of stylish throws should help 
ease the Autumn chill. Hot on the heels of 

Instagram’s latest fitness craze, #Leanin15 founder Joe Wicks reveals 
the thinking behind his wellbeing plan. Plus, we are delighted to have 
Michelin star chef Michel Roux Jr on board for this month’s profile 
interview. He talks about his new television series, underground 
farming and becoming a mentor for bright young things. Freshers 
are flocking to universities but the new generation of student 
accommodation is a far cry from the dingy cribs of old. We unveil the 
design conscious digs. Then we take a trip to Barcelona to 
appreciate the art and architecture that makes the city buzz with 
creativity. We hope you enjoy your latest lifestyle fix. µ
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Look out for this symbol  
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Chic styling at Hem, one of 350 exhibitors at the London Design Festival
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FA S H I O N A B L E  FAV E R S H A M
A new corner of Kent is having a moment. Faversham, a market town just up creek from the oyster restaurants of  
Whitstable and art galleries of trending Margate, is enjoying fresh attention as a design destination thanks to its first 
boutique B&B opening earlier this month. A converted Georgian townhouse, Shepherd’s House boasts three colourful and 
stylish rooms complete with roll-top baths, funky artwork and super-king beds – and a walled garden. With gourmet pubs, 
vintage markets, art shops and the great British countryside – Faversham is definitely on the up.
From £140 per night; 56 Preston St, Faversham, Kent, ME13 9PG

G R E AT S COT
A landmark retrospective 
is coming to the Scottish 
National Gallery, 
celebrating watercolour 
painter Arthur Melville 
who was feted for the 
‘stained-glass’ intensity 
of his palette. Deemed 
the most innovative and 
radical Scottish artist of 
his generation, Melville’s 
dramatic compositions 
reflect his travels around 
the world from Morocco 
to Baghdad via Kerachi. 
Look out for his spectacular 
Spanish pictures, including 
The Sapphire Sea (left).
Oct 10 until 17 January 
2016, nationalgalleries.org

G E T TOA S T I N G
It’s rumoured that we’re in for one of the coldest winters in 50 
years – so it might be sensible to invest in a good toaster for all 
those cosy nights in. Dualit has just launched its classic design 
in 25 new colours – made to order in its West Sussex factory 
– from heather violet to pigeon blue, that look as good as your 
sourdough toast heaped with salted caramel spread will taste. Is 
there a more stylish way to jump on the Post Toast bandwagon? 
We think not.
Available from mid-to-end October, exclusively at John Lewis, 
from £199.95; johnlewis.com

T EC H  O R  F U R N I T U R E  WATC H I N G
Love to watch the latest boxsets 
on Netflix but can’t help feeling 
that your televison is an eyesore 
on your Pinterest-perfect 
living room? Then Samsung’s 
latest launch should be on your 
shopping list. Moving away from 
the flat-screen model, the new 
Serif TV is better categorised 
as a piece of furniture – and 
beautifully designed at that by 
renowned Paris duo Ronan and 
Erwan Bouroullec. Created in one 
single seamless frame, one colour 
and shape, its attachable legs 
allow it be moved around to fit in 
with your interior needs. Finally, 
a television that puts style first. 
From £600, available from 2 
November at selected retailers in 
UK and seriftv.com

M I D D L E  E A S T E R N  FO O D  2 .0
Yotam Ottolenghi was the chef to make Middle 
Eastern cooking mainstream and put hummus on our 
supermarket shelves. Now these flavours are being an 
oriental update thanks to his new cookbook NOPI, 
based on the recipes at his London restaurant of the 
same name. He’s joined by soon to be household 
name John Gregory Smith, who’s putting mezze 
back on the menu with supper clubs and debut book 
Turkish Delights, which celebrates dishes from the 
Bosphorus to the Black Sea.
NOPI the cookbook, £28, published by Ebury; Turkish 
Delights, £19.99, published by Kyle Books

TheEdit
News » Shopping » Going out » Trends

EDITED BY  K AT E  LO U G H

T H E  N E X T  
K N I T T H I N G
Lovers of 
contemporary, 
directional 
knitwear should 
have Blake Ldn 
on their style 
radar. Founded 
by Central St 
Martins’ graduate 
Alice Ashby, 
it combines 
traditional British 
craft techniques 
with fashion-
forward designs, 
spun from yarns 
sourced from the 
highest quality 
suppliers. 
Yellow is anything 
but mellow this 
season with 
Blake Ldn’s new 
silhouette inspired 
by the energy of 
Jerry Hall and her 
1970s gang – our 
pick is these gold  
culottes  
Blake-ldn.com

V I N TAG E  LOV E  A F FA I R
You had the summer proposal, 
the ring’s on your finger and 
now you need to get down to 
the nitty gritty of the plan-
ning. Brides leaning towards a 
vintage-themed wedding should 
scoot to Scotney Castle in Kent 
to get the inspiration on  
everything from photogra-
phers to make-up to cakes to 
marquees – all with a unique, 
old-school twist. 
September 26-27 at Scotney 
Castle; creativebrides.co.uk

FA L L FO R 
CO LO U R
Habitat is 
hitting all the 
right notes 
with its new 
homeware 
collection 
that shows 
bright colours 
and sleek 
design don’t 
have to make 
way for rustic 
hues and co-
siness come 
autumn. The 
contemporary 
Spencer Sofa 
(£3,300) 
channels 
Gordon 
Gecko with 
its sleek black 
profile and 
slim chrome 
legs. Paired 
with pops of 
Perspex neon 
and geomet-
ric patterns, 
another trend 
to watch, this 
season is all 
about making 
a statement.
Habitat.co.uk

∫
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Lifestyle Lowdown 

When I meet Michel, he’s just finished film-
ing an ‘‘absolutely amazing’’ new Channel 4 
documentary, The Diner, in which he mentors 
young adults with learning disabilities trying to 
get into the catering industry. He follows the 
progress of a group of boys and girls as they 
get to grips with the interview process and the 
many other challenges they face in securing a 
job in the food business.

    “I think it’s all about perceptions,” he says. 
“How would a customer feel if they were served 
by someone who has Tourette’s, who would 
start ticcing and swearing? It’s revealing and 
heart-warming and sad all at the same time.”

This is the second time I’ve met Michel, who’s 
something of a food hero for me. I served him and 
his wife Gisele pudding at The Dairy – I’d just 
fallen up the stairs and was covered in bruises. 
One year on and I’m not much more composed 
in his presence. He arrives early, of course – he’s 
a stickler for punctuality – and armed with his 
own Roux brew for the kitchen team.

Over a black coffee, Michel tells me TV is 
only a ‘‘by-product’’ of  what he does. First and 
foremost, he is Michel the chef. A chef with a 
huge reputation to uphold, who still puts in 
12-hour days in the kitchen and who is clearly 
still passionate about cooking – and produce in 
particular. It is this love of produce that moti-
vated Roux to get involved in another of his 
most recent projects: an underground urban 
farm in Clapham – the first of its kind in Britain. 
Originally built as air raid shelters during the 
Second World War, the tunnels are now being 
used to grow crops using LED lights powered 
by green energy, with the aim of cutting food 
miles down to within the M25. “It’s something 
that immediately appealed to me,” he says. “It’s 
an extremely efficient use of dead space – we’re 
aiming for zero carbon.”

I ask him how the food tastes and he lights up. 
“The shoots are mind-blowingly good. One of 
the reasons is that they’re growing under state of 
the art light, optimising the flavour in the shoots. 
Then, of course, they are super fresh. They are 
cut and delivered within in hours as opposed 
to being cut in the West Country or Northern 
England and then delivered two days later.” 

This ‘‘farm to fork in a matter of hours’’ phi-
losophy is set to revolutionise the supply net-
work for restaurants, including Roux’s own Le 
Gavroche. Natually, a love of food runs through 
his veins. His earliest memories include eat-
ing wild strawberries straight from the bush 
with his grandmother in Kent and churning ice 
cream by hand in a wooden pale with his father. 
But he learnt his trade the “tough” way like any 
young apprentice: “Endless, endless, mind-
numbing prep. Peeling 50kg of almonds and 
rolling hundreds of kilos of truffles by hand.”

Unsurprisingly, the Roux dynasty looks set to 
continue: his daughter and only child, Emily, is 
a chef. I ask him how he feels about this.  “When 
I see her hands, no fingernails, not painted and 
burns all the way up her arms, I think: ‘What 
have I done!’ But she loves it, so you can’t ask 
for more than that. She will be successful. She’s 
an immensely talented chef.”

Women in restaurants – mothers in par-
ticular – is a subject Roux feels strongly about. 

“Gender shouldn’t be an issue. It’s shameful 
because some very, very talented female chefs 
are being ostracised and pushed aside because 
they have a child and because they no longer 
can or want to work crazy hours.”

And speaking of crazy hours, our time is up. 
Michel must rush back for the lunch and dinner 
service and then he’ll be flying to Scotland for 
more filming. But before he leaves he books a 
table at our restaurant for his family at the week-
end. Michel, the chef and the family man.
The Diner starts on Channel 4 in October 

Michel Roux Jr
Laoise Casey, chef de partie at the Dairy in Clapham, has breakfast with food hero Michel Roux Jr 

to talk childhood memories, women in kitchens and his latest TV series

MICHELIN STAR CHEF

PORTRAIT BY SKY MOORE-CLUBE

Go to  
standard.
co.uk/life
style for 

more lunch 
box ideas 

Lifestyle Lowdown

D I XO N  G O E S  P O P
His iconic copper lighting is collected all around the world 
and now Tom Dixon has transformed the 20,000sq ft Old 
Selfridges Hotel (a cavernous industrial space) into a multi-
sensory pop-up department store to explore how retail 
should evolve in a digital age. At Multiplex, visitors will be 
able to get measured for a suit by an Indian tailor and see 
it being made in Mumbai, order-in from Deliveroo, watch 
fashion shows and music gigs – and shop the hippest brands 
from around the world, including Dixon’s own designs. 
Digital-age shopping starts here. 
Until 15 October (free), tomdixon.net/multiplex 

D E S I G N  AT T H E  V& A
There are two standout installations 
to catch at the V&A during LDF. First 
up, artist Barnaby Barford has created 
a 6.5m tall Tower of Babel for the 
21st century by painstakingly putting 
together 3,000 shops made from bone 
china. Barford spent two years cycling 
up to 50 miles a day around London, 
photographing retail outlets so that 
each shop in his installation – from 
chicken joints to swanky stores – is 
a replica of the real thing. Overhead, 
a tunnel made from vertical sheets 
of transparent acrylic (right) will line 
the bridge over the Medieval and 
Renaissance Galleries. Designed 
by Laetitia de Allegri and Matteo 
Fogale, this immersive installation will 
challenge your visual perception. 
Until 27 September at V&A, 
londondesignfestival.com/va-museum

M O O D  I N D I G O 
Winter blues takes on a whole new meaning this 
season as indigo is set to trend throughout the 
world of interiors. Accents of the inky shade are 
easy to add to your existing colour scheme. This 
Bluebellgray Blues cushion (£70) would add a 
dreamy, watercolour effect to your sofa and swap 
your clear hurricane lamp with this hand-blown 
number from By Nord (£1,000) to up the mood 
factor. Alternatively, there’s the Oliver Bonas Tub 
chair at £445 for a bigger statement.
Houseology.com and oliverbonas.com 

TheEdit TheProfile

Laoise Casey creates 
home-cooked 
lunchboxes inspired by 
signature dishes from 
top restaurants. This 
lunchbox is inspired by Le 
Gavroche’s boudin noir 
dish: black pudding with 
crumbed egg, crackling 
asparagus salad and spicy 
tomato chutney. 

For a lunchbox  version why 
not try black pudding on sour-
dough toasts with a tomato 
and asparagus chutney. Buy 
the best quality ingredients.  
With just a few minutes prep-
aration and cooking time you 
can create a gourmet lunch 
box that even Michel Roux 
would approve of. 

Ingredients
1 tbsp olive oil
½ small red onion
1 clove garlic
1 tbsp red wine vinegar
A pinch of paprika
2 very ripe tomatoes
2 asparagus spears
3 – 4 slices best quality 
black pudding
2 slices sourdough bread 
Sea salt, cracked black  
pepper to season 

Method
Peel and slice the onion 
and garlic. Heat the olive 
oil in a pan over a medium 
heat and gently sweat the 
onion until soft and sweet, 
season. Add the garlic for 
the last minute of cooking. 
Break off the woody ends 
of the asparagus and 
discard, finely slice the 
tips. Dice the tomatoes. 
Add the asparagus and 
tomatoes to the onion 
and garlic with the red 
wine vinegar and paprika. 
Continue cooking until the 
tomato has broken down. 
Leave the chutney to cook 
on a gentle heat while you 
grill the black pudding. 
   Lightly fry the sourdough 
on both sides in a pan 
over a medium heat until 
golden brown. Assemble 
your lunch box by 
spooning the chutney on 
to the sourdough toasts 
and crumble the crispy 
black pudding on top. 
Bon appétit. 

B L AC K P U D D I N G  W I T H 
C H U T N E Y O N  S O U R D O U G H

Cooking at home: very rarely. If I do it’s some-
thing like a roast chicken but it will be the best 
roast chicken ever with loads of vegetables. 
Nothing fancy.
On fine dining: everyone has a birthday or an 
anniversary. You still want to go to places that 
have got a special atmosphere.
On social media: nowadays it’s essential for 
restaurants. I tweet – I only joined a few years 
ago… and then went to sleep for a while!

RO UX O N . . . . 

L U N C H B OX I D E A S 
FO R  U N D E R  £5

House and home
Classified feature

COSY UP ON A COMFY SOFA
Willow & Hall design and sell quality upholstered living and 
bedroom furniture, lovingly handmade by talented 
craftsmen in Wiltshire using the finest materials. Designs 
are available in a large selection of fabrics and leathers and 
with a choice of seat fillings. Sofa beds come with three 
luxurious mattress options, and with a depth of 14cm, 
they’re perfect for occasional or everyday use. Use code 
IH&H141015 by 14 October 2015 to receive a further 5 
per cent off current discounts, leading to 35 per cent lower 
prices than high street retailers. Free delivery in around 
four weeks for most of the UK mainland and 14-day free 
returns on all items, whatever your customisation. Call or 
visit their website to request free samples, a catalogue and 
showroom information.
Contact: 0845 468 0577; willowandhall.co.uk/ihh

VINTAGE STYLE RUGS OFFER
Save up to £300 on the stunning Derelict Rug Collection.
These hard-wearing rugs feature classic Regency styling with 
a delicate, prefaded elegance. This popular design is available in 
10 modern colours and 8 practical sizes to fit a variety of 
contemporary interior styles. Free samples available on request. 
Offer ends Monday 5th October
Contact: 020 3394 0134; nuastyle.com 

Get ready for the cosy season with these selected products

REFRESH THE HEART OF THE HOME
Kitchen Magic specialises in updating tired spaces 
without the expense, disturbance and mess of 
replacing your entire kitchen. By retaining your existing 
cabinetry while refurbishing every other aspect of 
the room, this kitchen expert offers huge savings in 
time and outlay without compromising on quality. 
Replacing doors, drawer fronts and worktops – as 
well as sinks, taps and appliances if required – will 
completely transform the look and feel of your space. 
Kitchen Magic can even add new units to change 
the shape of your room. There are over 400 styles 
on offer, including traditional, contemporary, solid 
wood, veneers and acrylics. Ask for a free design visit 
to discuss your requirements and see the full range 
of samples. Kitchen Magic will pay the VAT on orders 
received by 21 October 2015.  For a free brochure or 
design visit please quote IND23/09.
Contact: 0800 169 4748; kitchen-magic.com

“STYLE IS THE PERFECTION OF A POINT OF VIEW” 
Said poet Richard Eberhart. So is the New Cargo (£175): 16.5 
inches of rugged high quality leather, it’s the perfect all year round 
man bag. Visit My Leather Man Bag for an extensive range of 
briefcases, travel bags, laptop bags, messenger bags, wallets and 
more. Beautiful bags, exceptional service. Please use code 
BEST15 for a 15 per cent discount on all bags. Free delivery
Contact: 0333 1234 104; myleathermanbag.com
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Every home deserves our vinyl shutters. 
And, right now you can have them in 

your home for a fraction of the normal cost. 
Guaranteed to last a minimum of 25 years, 
they are both practical and beautiful.
7KHLU�GXUDEOH�À�QLVK�PDNHV�VFUDWFKHV�DQG�
dents a rarity and fading a thing of the 
past. Suitable for all rooms in the home 
IURP�NLWFKHQV�DQG�EDWKURRPV�WR��EHGURRPV�
and living areas, they are a perfect shading 
solution all year round.

Transform more of your
home for less this Autumn

www.ts-sale.co.uk

To request a FREE
brochure or book a FREE
design consultation and to 
claim this 3 for the price
of 2 plus £100 off* offer

Call 0800 051 7711
Quote T4685

Reader Offer courtesy
of Thomas Sanderson

*Terms and Conditions apply.

3  2for
PLUS£100 OFF *Vinyl Shutters

z

z

z
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TheEdit 
Autumn throws

Lifestyle Lowdown STUDENT LIFE

Designer Cribs

Dingy digs are a distant 
memory. These days students 
are living the dream in 
designer pads with smart TVs 
and underfloor heating

WORDS BY AMIRA HASHISH

Gone are the days when university halls were 
synonymous with dingy digs. The new wave 
of student accommodation could rival some 
boutique hotels. Developers are tapping into 
the market for luxury college residences with 
bling blocks popping up around the country. 

Take Vita Student (vitastudent.co.uk) prop-
erties. After originally opening in Manches-
ter, they have branched out to five more cit-
ies  – Liverpool, Bristol, Exeter, Sheffield and 
Southampton – with 100 per cent occupancy. 
Future sites are being developed in Newcastle, 
Glasgow and York. 

The en-suite apartments are high spec. Some 
include 40-inch smart TVs and designer fit-
tings such as Smeg kitchens and electric hobs. 
Each building has a shared film screening room, 
gym, communal study room, breakfast area and 
games room. Move-in weekends set the tone 
with a hotel-like check in process and a city 
information pack. Staff, many of whom have 
experience in the leisure/hospitality industry, 
know every resident by first name. 

East London’s new Pure Aldgate opening (pur-
estudentliving.com) features a 19-storey tower 
with a geometric façade that uses stone, terra-
cotta and glass. The highlight of the building’s 
facilities is a 19th floor sky lounge; a common 
room for the building with spectacular views 
over London, a café and an outdoor terrace. 

Architecture practice BuckleyGrayYeoman, 
which counts Fred Perry, the Office Group, and 
Derwent London among clients, was enlisted 
for the project so there is a big design focus. 
Some of the rooms have views overlooking the 
city with underfloor heating and kitchenettes 
part and parcel of the lifestyle.

Collegiate AC (collegiate-ac.com), which 
offers options in cities such as Bristol, Birming-
ham, Leeds and Southampton, has a similar 
focus. Its  Edinburgh property Gateway Apart-
ments recently scooped a Royal Institute of 
Chartered Surveyors Scotland Residential 
Award for its infrastructure. The modern 
architecture against Edinburgh’s classic sky-
line caught the attention of judges.

Then there is Iconinc (iconinc.co.uk) in 
Leeds where all-inclusive studio apartments 
have flat screen TVs, smart storage solutions 
and punchy colour schemes. Such plush sur-
roundings come at a price and students can 
expect to pay upwards of £140 per week. How-
ever, where there is demand there is supply and 
these rooms are filling up fast.

Sabichi 
frying pans, 
£17, with a 
matching 
lime kettle, 
£35

Joseph 
Joseph 
stackable 
cooking set
£30

Habitat’s 
bubblegum 
chair £10 
and desk 
lamp, £18

BAC K TO  U N I  C H EC K L I S T

Vita Student 
First Street
apartments in 
Manchetser 
(above and 
left) and (top)  
one of the 
bedrooms at 
the Edinburgh 
gateway block. 
Prices for 
these student 
digs start from 
£140 a week

The days are shorter and the nights colder as we greet the new 
season reluctantly from under our duvets. Whether you’re 
looking for something to brighten your room or an extra layer 
to snuggle under at night, LINDA TAYLOR picks the most stylish 
throws to get you through until next summer. 

1 .   PAU L I S TA B L AC K A N D 
W H I T E  Q U I LT E D  B E D -
S P R E A D,  £120 ,  H A B I TAT
For anyone who likes to keep 
their home simple but stylish, 
the simple geometric design 
is a subtle way to make black 
and white appear homely. 
This soft cotton bedspread is 
also ideal for adding an extra 
comfy layer to your bed. 

2 .  B L U E  A N D  W H E AT  
H E R R I N G B O N E  T H ROW  BY 
M A RQ U I S  &  DAW E  (£59 
N OTO N T H E H I G H S T R E E T)
What is it about wool that 
just screams out winter? This 
blue woollen throw with long 
frayed edges seems like just 
the thing every house should 
have this winter. Its calming 
and soft and silky colours are 
just what for winter nights.

3 .  T H E  BA R K T H ROW, 
£55 ,  M A D E .CO M
Made of 100 per cent cotton, 
this has been a really popular 
seller. It looks cool and keeps 
you warm. Bang on trend this 
season in indigo, it’s the ideal 
throw for a student bedroom, 
being hardwearing, practical, 
and a great price.

4.GREY HONEYCOMB THROW, 
£69,  GRAHAM AND GREEN 
Great geometric colours with 
tassel trim and earthy colours 
provides a soft throw to display 

in your living room or 
drape across your bed 
this winter.  

3

2

5

5 .  Z AT T I  R E D  PAT T E R N E D 
R E V E R S I B L E  D O U B L E  
B E DS P R E A D,  £95 ,  H A B I TAT
Light and cosy, the reversible 
double bedspread is the 
easiest way to give your 
bedroom or living room a new 
makeover. The cotton material 
makes it ideal for winter but 
light enough to replace your 
duvet in the summer.

4

6 .C H E V RO N  T H ROW,  £ 4 9 , 
O L I V E R  B O N A S
A slightly bolder option 
with neon coloured stripes 
contrasting to the grey zigzag 
design. The frayed edges 
compliment the simple design, 
perfect to throw over your 
armchairs and couches.

For more information and pictures 
go to standard.co.uk/studentcribs

It’s freshers’ week and the real work starts soon. 
Make sure you have packed  the essentials ...
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WHAT IS THE #LEANIN15 CONCEPT ABOUT?
Lean in 15 is something I started on Instagram 
in January last year. I posted short 15-second 
videos of 15-minute healthy recipes that can 
get you lean and used the #leanin15. It started 
as a bit of fun in my kitchen, with me sharing 
recipes. But I picked up followers and then I 
got a book deal. It’s more a lifestyle change, 
rather than a strict diet. It’s just me showing 
that you can still have meals out, have fun and 
still stay in shape as long as you cook your 
meals, take control of your meals and prep 
like a boss. 

WHICH DIET DO YOU FOLLOW?
I hate diets. I’m the anti-diet guy. My philoso-
phy is diets don’t work; lifestyle changes do. 
You can try a high-fibre diet, paleo, 5:2 but none 
of it is sustainable or very enjoyable. My thing 
is about balance and cooking real food and not 
eating out all the time or eating junk food.  I hate 
calorie counting – it’s just old school. Different 
foods contain different things it’s not just about 
calories. I don’t want people standing on the 
scales every day, weighing themselves. It’s not 
a true measure of progress.

TELL US ABOUT YOUR WORKOUT ROUTINE?
I promote and enjoy HIT cardio. I like high 
intensity training. I do a combo of 20 minutes 
of weights and then 20 minutes of cardio about 
four or five days a week. It helps you get fit 
and means you can eat more food, which I 

Joe Wicks shot to fame with 
more than 50,000 virtual 
clients thanks to his easy-
going lifestyle plan on 
Instagram. With fans such as 
Ellie Goulding and  
a book out next year, he is 
the new name on the lips of 
every fitness buff

Some of the information 
out there is terrible and  
I could see people 
struggling with their diets

1 .  M Y F I T N E S S  PA L (F R E E)
Track your food intake for 
the day and any exercise you 
do and My Fitness Pal will 
keep an eye on your fitness 
progress, weight loss and 
calorie intake. 

2 .  C A LO R I F I C   (F R E E)
Want to know how much 
200 calories will get you? 
Calorific shows you exactly 
how much 200 calories is. 
Whether it’s three quarters 
of a doughnut or a big pile 
of fruit. 

3 .  M A P M Y R U N  (F R E E)
This app will let you know 
how far you’ve run and will 
map out your route using 
GPS, so you can keep up 
with your fitness progress. 

4 .  CO U C H  TO  5 K (F R E E)
Dust off your running shoes 
and get out on the track as 
this app walks, well runs, 
you through the training 
process until you’re ready to 
run 5k.   

5 .  C A N  I  E AT I T ?
£1.99 on ios 
Make the weekly food shop 
less of a nightmare with this 
app, which tells you which 
foods you should avoid 
when you scan the barcode, 
as it checks with nutritional 
no-no’s like high salt. 

Lifestyle Lowdown WELLBEING

Lean and 
mean ...
in just 15

WORDS BY MOLLIE GOODFELLOW

FIVE BEST APPS
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For more tips and an exercise video 
go to standard.co.uk/lifestyle

love. If I do it in the morning, I can eat more 
throughout the day. I always have two rest 
days a week. 

WHAT IS THE 90-DAY PLAN?
I could see that people who followed me on 
social media were struggling with their diets. 
Some of the information out there in the diet-
ing industry is really qUite terrible. I saw an 
opportunity, so I made this online plan, which 
is a 90-day plan of three cycles.  Each cycle 
you get a new food and training schedule and 

you get an email coach, who is there if you 
need any extra support. I now have 53,000 
people who have signed up for the plan and 
465,000 Instagram followers. I can’t believe 
it. It’s global, and I’ve had no advertising. It is 
all just through word of mouth and the power 
of social media. 

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO SOMEONE 
WHO IS STRUGGLING WITH MOTIVATION?
I’ve designed the 90-day plan so it’s really flex-
ible. You only need to do 20 minutes of working 
out. Prep your food on Sunday so you’re set for 
the week. Ultimately we all have 24 hours in a 
day. There’s always someone out there busier 
than you. You can do it, you can make time. 
As long as you plan your meals, there is no 
way you can fail. 

HOW HAS INSTAGRAM HELPED MOULD YOUR FIT-
NESS MOVEMENT? 
It means that anyone can follow it – you don’t 
even have to sign up to the plan. Just by fol-
lowing the Instagram you’ll be inspired by the 
transformation, the stories and get inspiration 
from the meals. Instagram has been really pow-
erful for me. It’s amazing to see people com-
pletely changing their lifestyles down to my 
advice and I enjoy reading and sharing the 
testimonials on Instagram.  A year ago I was 
running a boot camp and now I have thousands 
of followers, just by spreading my message on 
social media. 

Joe Wicks has a huge following, while the 
growth in various yoga forms (even cat yoga 
classes) shows no sign of slowing down
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Lifestyle Lowdown DESIGNER STAYS/BARCELONA

A salute to 
Gaudi ...
... but let’s not overlook the 
artistic genius of Van der 
Rohe among the many others 
that make this city a truly 
designer destination 

Barcelona, one of the design capitals of the 
world, truly satisfies my hunger for the creative. 
From Gaudì to Mies van der Rohe and from 
boutique art galleries to the graffiti adorning 
the metal shutters of  Catalan shop-fronts, the 
range of artistic offerings is impressive. 

Begin a design tour of this stylish city with a 
nod to Gaudì and his futuristic and fluid crea-
tions, including La Sagrada Familia and Casa 
Ballto. Then, why not break the typical touristic 
rhythm and visit La Pedrera. A hidden beauty 
that is totally underestimated, La Pedrera is one 
of Gaudì’s youngest masterpieces and contains 
a façade embellished with hand-crafted iron 
balconies. His exquisite manipulation of metal 
is hardly a surprise (it is a family trait) but its 
culmination here is more raw and organic. Casa 
Vicens is another rarely visited Gaudi house and 
is currently up for sale (casavicens.es). Located 
in the Gracia district and en route to Parc Guell, 
it is an important first work.

Museu del Disseny (the design museum) is a 
well-crafted oasis of graphic, fashion, interior 
and nano-technology design. For €5, you can 
start at the top of the building and work your 
way down through isolated rooms filled with 
Barcelona’s prized pieces. The top room offers 
a trip down graphic-design-memory-lane with 
astounding images from André Ricard, Òscar 
Tusquets and El Último Grito to name a few. 
As you travel further down the building, enjoy-
ing beautiful views of the neighbouring – and 
recently relocated – Flea Market, you can wan-
der through a lifetime of fashion and precious 
antiques ranging from 16th-century cabinets 
to plaques and cantors by Miro and Picasso. 
The museum is centrally located at Plaça de les 
Glòries Catalanes.

Just a stone’s throw from Catalunya metro 
station lies the Pavilion, designed by Ludwig 

Mies van der Rohe. The opportunity to visit 
a building, albeit a rebuild, designed by one 
of the veterans of minimalism in a city oozing 
style is a great honour – and presents a thrilling 
opportunity for the architecture junkie. Built 
from glass, steel and different kinds of marble, 
the clean lines, fluid colours and materials, as 
well as the  shaping of the building intensify 
the effort put into the space. The overall effect 
is one that is strangely welcoming while being 
severely minimalist.  Conceived to accommo-
date an official reception presided over by King 
Alfonso XIII of Spain along with the German 
authorities, Van der Rohe designed the pavillion 
for the 1929 Barcelona Exhibition. 

No visit to this city would be complete without 
a trip round Antonio Gaudì Parc Güell where 
a mesmerising Gaudí dragon fountain stands 
at the entrance. The park was commissoned 
by Eusebi Güell, who wanted to create a smart 
space for Barcelona aristocracy. It contains 
amazing stone structures, stunning tiling and 
fascinating buildings. Entrance to most of the 
attraction is free  but the ‘Monument’ section 
is paid for and should be booked ahead. 

BA RC E LO N A C H A I R  I N 
B L AC K L E AT H E R  

Admire the aesthetics and appreci-
ate the effortless function, form and 
flow of this chair. Adhering strictly 

to the edict set down by Van der 
Rohe that ‘‘less is more’’, this chair 

was originally designed for the 
pavillion. Available from £647 at the 

barcelonachaircompany.co.uk

M O D E R N I S M E  . . .
... or Catalan modernism is ex-

pressed in architecture, sculpture, 
art and ceramics. Ceramic tiles are 
the most common floor covering in 
Catalonia. The Stamford range (be-

low) at Topps tiles (toppstiles.co.uk) 
offers a contemporary twist reme-
niscent of this style at an amazing 

price. Bert & May (bertandmay.
co.uk) offers a similar range inspired 

by the movement

BRING IT HOME

WORDS BY LINDA TAYLOR
PICTURES BY SKY MOORE-CLUBE
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O N  A B U D G E T 
There are stacks of rooms available via Airbnb 
(airbnb.co.uk) in Gracia, an up-and-coming boho 
district which is central and affordable. Sundown-
ers at one of the many bars that line Plaza del 
Sol is a must – there is no better plaza for people 
watching. For the best tapas in town, wander 
southwards and cross Avenue Diagonal. Cer-
veceria Catalana, on Carrer Mallorca, is hugely 
popular with locals and tourists. You can’t book 
ahead so be prepared to queue, maybe for an hour 
depending on the time you arrive. Grab a beer and 
mingle with the crowd on the pavement outside. 
It’s seriously worth the wait.
F E E L I N G  R I C H
Check in to the Hotel Des Arts, a luxury seafront 
hotel. An overnight stay will cost from £309 for 
as double room. Swing by the bar and soak up the 
ambience with a large gin and tonic.
Spoonik chefs Jon Giraldo and Jaime Lieberman 
receive you – via a haunting courtyard – into their 
house (formerly the residence of a former prime 
minister’s mistress), their dining room and their 
kitchen... Their food, with a slight south American 
twist, combines sophisticated tastes with extraor-
dinary colours, all cooked at low temperatures: it’s 
a science meets art experiment, which succeeds. 
The menu usually includes eight courses, each 
served with its own libation, and the backdrop is 
more art-gallery than restaurant, with stunning 
abstract sculptures enhancing the space. The 
night I attended my meal was accompanied by a 
performance from a top opera singer. Reservations 
are strictly by appointment (via the website, and 
you need to be invited) and the waiting list is very 
long. Trust me, this is one gastronomic experience 
you will not want to miss. (spoonik.es)

WHERE TO STAY & WHAT TO EAT
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The Pavilion (main) designed by Van Der 
Rohe is centrally located. Its minimalist form 
is strangely welcoming and soothing. The 
fluid wrought iron work (right) of La Pedrera
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